Obesity is one of the greatest public health threats. Over 7 million quality-adjusted life years are lost annually as a result of excess body weight in the United States alone. Projections suggest that the rapid rise in obesity will eventually lead to a decline in life expectancy in the United States.

To address this problem, scientists and policymakers need a clear understanding of the underlying pathophysiological mechanisms that link overweight and obesity to poor health. Much needs to be learned. It is assumed that body fat itself causes the higher rates of hypertension, dyslipidemia, and metabolic syndrome seen among obese persons. However, there is little evidence that this assumption is correct, leading some scientists to challenge the adiposity (body fat) hypothesis. Even those linkages between adiposity and the metabolic syndrome—one of the most studied pathways—are imperfectly understood.

One plausible explanation is that the stigma overweight persons face produces stress, a risk factor for hypertension, diabetes, and dyslipidemia. There is evidence that discrimination against heavy people is pervasive, occurring in social settings, the workplace, and the home. It is also severe; in one study, 89% of formerly obese participants reported that they would choose blindness over a return to being obese. These stigma are likely internalized, leading to a negative body image that also may serve as a source of chronic stress.

There are several reasons to suspect that obesity-related stress affects physical health. First, the conditions associated with the stress response—hypertension, heart disease, type 2 diabetes, and hypercholesterolemia—are the very conditions associated with overweight and obesity.

Second, body mass index (BMI; weight in kilograms divided by height in meters squared) consistently emerges as an explanatory variable in studies that focus on the association between stress and health. For instance, BMI is the strongest known predictor of some serological markers of stress, such as C-reactive protein and fibrinogen, 2 mediators of the stress response. These biomarkers, or “stress mediators,” play a central role in glucose metabolism (both in production and cellular uptake via insulin), blood pressure regulation, and lipid regulation.

Third, there is evidence that the BMI–health association is culturally produced. Younger persons, Whites, and women are disproportionately affected by negative body image concerns, and these groups unduly suffer from BMI-associated morbidity and mortality. For instance, overweight women lose 7 times more quality-adjusted life years than do overweight men. Likewise, whereas Whites begin to experience excess mortality with a BMI of greater than 25 kg/m² (overweight), Blacks do not suffer a net excess mortality unless they are obese (i.e., >30 kg/m²).

There is a large body of evidence that indicates that social stress adversely affects mental health as well. Although genetic vulnerability and coping mechanisms are important components in the pathway from stress to mental distress, environmental stressors appear to play a large role. Numerous researchers have examined a variety of social stressors including discrimination, stigma, and low socioeconomic status. These stressors have, in turn, been linked to poor mental health outcomes including depression, anxiety, alcohol or substance abuse, and personality disorders. There also is preliminary evidence that indicates that overweight and obese women suffer from higher rates of depression than do normal-weight women and that social stress may be a contributing factor.

If social stress caused by being overweight is an additional contributor to the increased prevalence of mental and physical illness among heavier persons relative to thinner persons, we would expect that body image perceptions, after we controlled for actual BMI, would be a predictor of mental and physical health.

In this study, we constructed a variable for body image perceptions that was operationalized as the percentage discrepancy between actual weight and perceived ideal weight. Higher discrepancies between actual and ideal weight were hypothesized to be associated with poorer mental health or physical health, independent of actual BMI. Because of differences in subcultural norms regarding weight, we stratified the analyses by gender.
race, and ethnicity. We hypothesized that this discrepancy between perceived ideal weight and actual weight would be predictive of both poor mental health and poor physical health outcomes and that these effects would be most prominent among women and non-Hispanic Whites.

**METHODS**

We conducted a secondary analysis of the 2003 Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS) data set. This study used a random-digit-dialing system to survey participants and employed a multistage cluster design. The BRFSS sample is representative of noninstitutionalized adults (18 years and older) in the United States. In our analyses, to reduce the likelihood of sampling participants with anorexia nervosa, we excluded participants with a BMI of less than 23 kg/m². We also excluded participants who wished to gain weight, because they were out of the scope of the research question. The 2003 BRFSS sample included 247,027 participants who answered the question, “How much would you like to weigh?” Of these, 60,588 participants had a BMI of less than 23 kg/m² and 15,862 wished to gain weight, which left a total of 170,577 participants in the final analysis. The demographic characteristics of the original sample of 247,027 participants are presented in Table 1.

**Statistical Analyses**

Outcomes of interest included the number of physical unhealthy days in the previous month, measured by asking, “Now thinking about your physical health, which includes physical illness and injury, for how many days during the past 30 days was your physical health not good?” and the number of mentally unhealthy days in the previous month, measured by asking, “Now thinking about your mental health, which includes stress, depression, and problems with emotions, for how many days during the past 30 days was your mental health not good?” Total unhealthy days is the sum of mentally and physically unhealthy days. The main predictor variable of interest, the difference between actual body weight and the body weight perceived by the participant to be ideal (referred to as percentage of desired weight loss), was calculated as

\[
PD = \frac{(kg-D)}{kg} \times 100\%
\]

where kg is the self-reported actual weight and D is the self-reported response to the question “How much would you like to weigh?”

We estimated mean physically and mentally unhealthy days with regression models. A separate model was built for men, women, non-Hispanic Whites, non-Hispanic Blacks, and Hispanics. We also built separate models for better fit.

In the first model, we examined age, BMI, and percentage of desired weight loss, which also was entered as a quadratically transformed variable for better fit.

By outcome measure (physically unhealthy days and mentally unhealthy days), All models included age grouped in 5-year intervals and entered as age and age squared within each interval to improve model fit, BMI as a categorical variable (normal weight = 23.0–24.9 kg/m²; overweight = 25.0–29.9 kg/m²; obese ≥ 30.0 kg/m²); and percentage of desired weight loss, which also was entered as a quadratically transformed variable for better fit.

In the second model, we added several covariates.
The basic model assumed the form

\[
U = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{age} + \beta_2 \text{age}^2 + \beta_3 \text{BMI} + \beta_4 \text{PD} + \beta_5 \text{PD}^2 + \beta_6 \text{C} + \epsilon,
\]

where \(U\) is unhealthy days (either physically or mentally); \(\text{age}\) is the participant’s age in years; \(\text{BMI}\) is body mass index; \(\text{PD}\) is percentage difference in participant’s actual weight and desired weight; \(\text{C}\) is covariates (i.e., educational attainment, dieting to lose weight, exercising to lose weight, current smoker); and \(\epsilon\) is error. (Descriptions of the models can be found alongside tables and analyses in an appendix available as a supplement to the online version of this article at http://www.ajph.org.)

RESULTS

Approximately 66% of the US adults wanted to lose weight, and about 26% of the population were happy with their current weight (Table 1). Approximately 74% of women and 58% of men wished to lose weight. Non-Hispanic Whites were more likely than were any other group to want to lose weight. However, a majority of all races and ethnicities reported wanting to lose weight. With respect to BMI, 41% of normal-weight people, 20% of overweight people, and 5% of obese people were happy with their weight. Older persons were also more likely to be happy with their weight than were younger persons. Despite their higher mean age, persons who were happy with their weight experienced fewer physically unhealthy days (3.0 vs 3.7) and mentally unhealthy days (2.6 vs 3.6) compared with persons unhappy with their weight.

Regression Analyses

The number of unhealthy days increased as participants became increasingly dissatisfied with their weight (Figure 1). When we controlled for age, BMI, and percentage of desired weight loss, the relationship between percentage of desired weight loss and number of unhealthy days (both types) was closer to linear for men than for women. Men experienced fewer unhealthy days at any value of percentage of desired weight loss than did women. When we controlled for BMI and age, men who wished to lose 1%, 10%, and 20% of their body weight suffered a net increase of 0.1, 0.9, and 2.7 total unhealthy days per month, respectively, relative to those who did not wish to lose weight (Figure 1). For women, the corresponding numbers were 0.1, 1.6, and 4.3 total unhealthy days per month.

There was a positive relationship between percentage of desired weight loss and the number of physically as well as mentally unhealthy days, both before and after we controlled for age and BMI (data available as a supplement to the online version of this article at http://www.ajph.org). In all models, percentage of desired weight loss was a stronger predictor than was BMI of mentally and physically unhealthy days. For instance, percentage of desired weight loss explained 10 times the variability in physically unhealthy days as did BMI for non-Hispanic White women in model 1, and in many models, the explanatory power of BMI disappeared completely when percentage of desired weight loss was added.

In terms of subgroup analyses, the relationship between percentage of desired weight loss and number of unhealthy days varied by gender, race, ethnicity, and type of unhealthy day measured (mentally vs physically). After age and BMI were held constant, the relationship between percentage of desired weight loss and physically unhealthy days was statistically significant (\(P<.05\)) among non-Hispanic Whites of both genders and non-Hispanic Black women (Table 2), but not among the other subgroups. With respect to mentally unhealthy days, this relationship was significant only for non-Hispanic Whites of both genders. However, analyses for most racial/ethnic groups other than the non-Hispanic Whites were only adequately powered to detect a moderate change in unhealthy days.

Table 2 shows that non-Hispanic White men and women who wished to lose 1% of their weight suffered 0.1 mentally unhealthy days per month beyond that suffered by those with no desire to lose weight. Among those who wished to lose 50% of their weight, however, non-Hispanic White men suffered approximately 8 excess mentally unhealthy days per month, and non-Hispanic White women suffered approximately 6 excess mentally unhealthy days per month (differences between groups were nonsignificant at the \(P<.05\) level).

As we saw with regard to mentally unhealthy days, persons who wished to lose 1% of their weight (relative to persons who did not want to lose any weight) suffered few additional
physically unhealthy days per month. However, non-Hispanic White men and women who wished to lose half of their weight each suffered approximately 6 excess physically unhealthy days per month. Likewise, non-Hispanic Black women who wished to lose half of their weight suffered about 5 additional physically unhealthy days per month. (Note that these are relative terms. Thus, although men always suffered fewer physically and mentally unhealthy days than did women across the range of percentage of desired weight loss values in Figure 1, differences in percentage of desired weight loss were similar for women and men at lower values of percentage of desired weight loss.)

When age, BMI, education, and smoking were all included in the model, the relationship between percentage of desired weight loss and the number of unhealthy days was maintained (Table 2). However, the effect sizes were moderated somewhat relative to models that contained age and BMI alone. Among non-Hispanic White men, the effect of percentage of desired weight loss on the number of physically unhealthy days became significantly more curvilinear after these covariates were added to the model.

Of all covariates, education was perhaps the most strongly predictive of having more unhealthy days. This was true despite the positive association between percentage of desired weight loss and education (Table 1). Among non-Hispanic White men, a college degree produced a reduction in the amount of physically unhealthy days that was roughly equivalent to the fulfillment of a wish for a 30% reduction in weight. Self-reported dieting was negatively associated with physically unhealthy days in all models, and exercise was positively associated with physically unhealthy days in all models, possibly because of exercise-induced injuries. There was no significant association between these variables and mentally unhealthy days.

**DISCUSSION**

As we hypothesized, the desire to lose weight appears to be a powerful independent predictor of psychological and biological health. In addition, these morbidity patterns varied in manners consistent with subcultural body image norms among non-Hispanic Whites, non-Hispanic Blacks, Hispanics, men, and women. Specifically, women were affected more than men, and non-Hispanic Whites more than other racial/ethnic groups. Our findings are consistent with those of other studies that have examined morbidity and mortality by BMI across different social groups.

In short, our findings added support to our hypothesis that psychological stress associated with a negative body image explains some of the morbidity commonly associated with being obese. Our finding that percentage of desired weight loss was a much stronger predictor of unhealthy days than was BMI further suggests that percentage of desired weight loss plays a greater role in generating disease than adiposity itself. Our study builds on a growing literature demonstrating that perceptions of one’s social acceptability and desirability can lead to health or disease whether this perception stems from being discriminated against, being poor, or being overweight.

One notable effect was that the relationship between percentage of desired weight loss and physically unhealthy days was more curvilinear among women than among men after age and BMI were held constant (Figure 1). Among men, negative body perceptions might be checked by social norms that suggest that social or intellectual accomplishments are more important than physique. Among women, whose social norms tend to emphasize the importance of physique, distorted notions of the “ideal” self may lead to a greater stress response. However, the difference between non-Hispanic White men and women in the amount of physically or mentally unhealthy days by percentage of desired weight loss was not statistically significant.

**Limitations**

Our study was subject to a number of limitations. Foremost, the physically unhealthy days models were potentially subject to identifiable endogeneity. Namely, the very conditions associated with discrimination or low socioeconomic position—hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, diabetes, and so on—were
the same conditions associated with obesity. Moreover, any person who was diagnosed with these conditions would likely wish to lose weight and would, as a result of the condition, have more physically unhealthy days.

We tested this possible confounding in a number of ways (each of these analyses is available in the appendix available as a supplement to the online version of this article at http://www.ajph.org). First, we excluded participants who had been advised by a doctor to lose weight. This had no effect on the overall analysis (with some coefficients slightly stronger and some slightly weaker). Second, we entered self-reported diagnoses of diabetes and hypertension as covariates in the model. This produced a modest tempering effect on coefficient size. Finally, we repeated the regressions with hypertension and diabetes as dependent variables rather than physically or mentally unhealthy days. Here, as before, we saw that percentage of desired weight loss was more predictive of each of these outcome measures than was BMI. None of these subanalyses changed the rank order of percentage of desired weight loss effects by gender, race, or ethnicity. In sum, these subanalyses supported the (logical) contention that the observed effects were bidirectional.

Another limitation surrounded difficulties related to model specification. Our study utilized 2 linear models. The first examined the effects of age, percentage of desired weight loss, and BMI on amount of mentally and physically unhealthy days. The second examined the same variables but also included educational attainment and smoking as additional covariates. It is unclear whether the additional covariates in the second model may have enhanced or possibly biased the results. For example, overweight and obese people are more likely to smoke and less likely to achieve a high degree of educational attainment than are normal-weight persons. If smoking and lower educational attainment are consequences of obesity, controlling for them potentially biases the model. However, if genetic factors simultaneously predispose some persons to obesity, lower educational attainment, and smoking, it would be appropriate to control for these factors. Including and excluding these covariates should therefore provide a range of values associated with the social effects of body image, some of which also are linked to health outcomes. Regardless, adding these covariates produced only a modest moderating effect on the models overall.

Our analysis was also subject to biases associated with self-reporting. Recall bias may have affected the number of unhealthy days reported over the past month. However, because participants were less likely to remember minor illnesses that were resolved more than a week before the interview, this would likely have served to bias the effect size downward.

Another source of bias associated with self-report data of height and weight was that women tend to underreport their weight and men tend to overreport their height. These sources of bias more or less cancel each other out in comparisons by gender and caused a systematic underestimation of the effect sizes in our study.

Finally, our findings for racial/ethnic groups other than the non-Hispanic Whites were of limited statistical power, and many of these analyses were borderline significant. In most cases, these models only had the statistical power to detect a difference of more than roughly 1 unhealthy day per month for a 10% change in percentage of desired weight loss, which is less than that seen in non-Hispanic White men, but is nonetheless certainly clinically significant.

These limitations, particularly those pertaining to third-variable effects, must be weighed against other evidence that supports our hypothesis. Previous studies have shown that overweight adversely affects the health and longevity of women but produces a positive or neutral effect on men. When obesity is considered, men catch up with women with respect to morbidity (as measured by the health-related quality of life) and mortality. We similarly found that women were more affected (with effects in men possibly occurring in a subset of the population), but that percentage of desired weight loss provides the most explanatory power for all groups.

Conclusions
If our findings are correct, the policy implications may be counterintuitive. Foremost, if more of the association between BMI and poor health is perceptual, some public health messages that advocate idealized body types may be harming their target audience. Concerted efforts to dissociate health messages, such as encouragement of exercise, from obesity stigma may circumvent the paradox.

Clearly, changes in procedure should be backed by a much stronger evidence base than what we offer here. One simple first step would be a small-area analysis of obesity and mortality patterns. These analyses are subject to ecological fallacy and have produced a great deal of controversy with respect to the study of the effects of income inequality on health. Nonetheless, such a study would be useful in ascertaining whether the overweight and obese feel more comfortable in areas of the country with a higher mean BMI and, thus, suffer less morbidity and mortality.

Our findings potentially have broad implications. First, our results may have broad implications for public health policy, health communications campaigns, and most importantly, bench research on the physiological effects of adiposity. Second, if our initial findings hold, our study will contribute to the debate over the psychophysiological effects of discrimination and inequality, such as perceived racism and lower socioeconomic position. Third, these findings may have implications beyond body fat, race, and socioeconomic status, extending to other aspects of physical attractiveness. Finally, our preliminary data suggest that some of the obesity epidemic may be attributable to social constructs that surround ideal body types, which may open a new area of scientific inquiry.
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